This specification is introduced by generalising, on one hand, the concept of emergence within the context of a general theory of change, but looking, on the other hand, for suitable methods, models, simulations and approaches.
We explored the subject of change through eight sessions. The first two were more trans-disciplinary, i.e., lacking a specific disciplinary context, and six inter-disciplinary, i.e., translating methods and approaches between disciplines rather than just transposing to different domains the same models by changing only the meaning of relevant variables, following a substantially hidden reductionist approach: Plenary sessions combined the two aspects making evident how Systemics may be understood as the cultural process of combining, at least, the two levels. This is required for studying change from a generalised point of view. Systemics is a conceptual framework where it is possible to coherently and unitarily consider different kinds of changes as a sequence of new acquired properties in processes of emergence. This is the case for collective behaviours, learning, development vs. increasing, and biological life as manifested by the ability to self-reproduce, self-regenerate and selfrepair. Among the examples of used approaches there have been quantum-like and metastructural ones.
Systems research is trans-disciplinary per se, being concerned, e.g., with inducing, maintaining, make in relation, measure, mutually represent, multiple representing, scaling, searching for, simulate, and simultaneously use systemic emergent properties. In this vi Preface conceptual framework we like to quote a statement published in the preface of the 2007 proceedings: "The general theory of emergence we figure out is not a unique, having general disciplinary validity, case-independent and scale-independent approach. We have in mind meta, dynamic and interacting levels of description in a constructivist view able to model general processes of emergence in order not to reduce all of them to a single description, but to assume multi-modelling and reciprocal hierarchy of modelling as general approach in principle."
A general theory of change is to be considered as a general theory of emergence when considered in the always developing framework of systems thinking, not reducible to specific representations, models and tools but rather to theoretical representations of their dynamic coherence having multiple different disciplinary aspects.
The challenge we have in front is not to figure out or select the best approach, the more effective representation and tools, but, rather to carry out generalised approaches able to deal with the theoretical dynamics of complexity, i.e., continuously changing or emerging properties and structures.
We have to deal with a new kind of dynamics related, for instance, to structural changes and quantum-like representations. This shows the nature of problems and phenomena we are dealing with when studying new problems imposed by new technologies, new scaling, new levels of descriptions, and new conceptual approaches.
We may intend theories as points of cognitive and scientific stability. Multiple principles, approaches and methods of Systemics may be considered as constituting a working lab. Systemics itself has a multiple continuously evolving identity.
Papers presented at the conference may be grouped in six categories: Applicative, Educational, Interpretative, Methodological, Position and Research papers. Their list is completed by the inspiring opening lecture by Professor Kauffman and plenary lectures by Professor Freeman and Professor Conte.
Conferences of the Italian Systems Society, www.AIRS.it, are an opportunity for researchers to present their ongoing research activities, and eventually establish personal collaborations.
Since the foundation of the Italian Systems Society on 1985, and after five tri-annual National conferences on 1998, 2001, 2004, 2007 and 2010 , we can regard them as very successful when considering quality of presentations, number of presentations, disciplinary variety, continuity, and their, even if variable, innovative contents. We are now facing the problem related to a role limited to the cultural level without application efforts now completely delegated to single contributors. This discontinuity characterises almost all systems societies and it is due to:
the nature of societies themselves; the inability of national educational structures to allow systems education not as a discipline, a disciplinary specialisation, e.g., in engineering, but as a general conceptual background; and the lack of processes of translation, often reduced to popularisation, of systemic concepts used, for instance, by science of complexity into culture.
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The ability to start such a process of translation into culture is expected to change ontological assumptions, related for instance to the activities of comparing, deciding, ordering, organising, optimising, separating and solving, daily used for managing, for instance, corporations, families, hospitals, and schools. We need a culture of complexity to manage post-industrial societies having knowledge as basic resource. This is also crucial to manage science itself as a social enterprise using resources in a continuously changing cultural framework and in an ethical and socially accountable way.
We conclude by mentioning how Systemics may be assumed to move into a conceptual multidimensional framework not given by applicative and disciplinary fields, but by different basic assumptions such as a quantum systemics based on quantum principles, an ontological systemics based on cognitive coherences, and a meta-structural systemics when dynamics is produced by sequences of structures.
The Italian Systems Society wants not to perpetuate a role, but, rather, contribute to the emergence of new collective ones, i.e., having a cultural role.
Gianfranco Minati AIRS president
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